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Peace and All Good — News and Happenings
—Article shared by Minister, Annette Dolan OFS

Since our Day of Reflection in May
I have been mulling over the past
five years. Our Fraternity, with the
guidance of the Holy Spirit and
St. Francis, has grown and
experienced the true meaning of
“Fraternity”.
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David & Joanne Witkop joined in
July, 2012, Christine Lynn transferred
August ,2013, Robert Berg transferred March, 2014, Anndrea Teagan
transferred July, 2014, and Larry
Down transferred May, 2015. Each
one filled an important opening in
our Fraternity that needed to be
filled by them alone.
In March, 2016, two beautiful
ladies, Jean Corpe and Jeralyn
Wisniewski, joined us through
profession. In April, 2016, another
beautiful lady, Donna Tobias, joined
us through profession. In August,
2016 two more beautiful ladies,
Shirley Wolf and Lori Ponchart, will
be professed. I feel we are a
Franciscan Fraternity not only in
membership and sharing our faith
but also one of spirit and soul as the
Holy Spirit continues to bless us with
an awareness of all His Blessings.
We now have three candidates,
Mary Pomarzynski, Barbara Marie
Lubinski, and Theresa Blackman
journeying through formation
studies together.

As for our spiritual journey,
Fr. Jerome, Fr. James, Fr. Peter and
Fr. Chet spoke to us on various
topics to enhance our faith journey.
In May, 2016, our first Day of
Reflection with Renewal of
Profession happened! What a
wonderful spiritual day that was and
again drawing us closer together in
fraternity. What an incredible
journey!
We now have a beautiful banner,
thanks to David and Joanne Witkop.
Our own website, thanks to Jean
Martin from Indian River, has been
up and running for some time now.
Our informative newsletter, thanks
to Christine Lynn and Jean Corpe has
been an awesome addition.
Many of our candidates and
professed have traveled to DeWitt
for an annual Formation Day.
Sharon Hendrickson, Ann Serra and
Donna Tobias have left us to join
Jesus. I believe their prayers are
always with us.
On a personal note, It has been a
pleasure to travel with each of you. I
have learned and grown so much as
a Franciscan and human being
because of you. Thank you so much.
I love each of you.
Peace & Joy , Annette
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Welcome New Professions! —March 6, 2016

My Secular Franciscan Formation
by Jean Corpe, OFS

After my retirement from teaching, because I
found myself with an unaccustomed amount of
free time, I decided to become more involved in
church activities and community service. I began
much more active prayer times and ask God to
help me be more open to His plan for my life. One
of my new friends from St. Mary’s , Annette, gave
me a couple of brochures including, “Who Are the
Secular Franciscans?” I was intrigued that a lay
person could study, profess, and try his/her best
to follow the example of Saint Francis of Assisi,
who made Christ the inspiration and center of his
life with God and people. So began a very
interesting journey.
I felt comfortable in the formation period
because it was totally my decision on how
involved I wanted to be; I relished the love and
support within the gatherings and began to
treasure the “down to earth” spirituality that
shone throughout. I felt free to share some of my
deepest longings and special “God moments.”
Now as a professed Secular Franciscan, I proudly
wear my Tau cross. When someone asks about
the cross, it gives me a chance to hand out a
brochure and invite them to the next gathering.
“Come and join us to help you determine what we
Secular Franciscans are all about,” I say with a
smile. It has made a huge positive difference in
my life for sure!

-by Jeralyn Wisniewski, OFS

Throughout my life, there have been many signs
and invitations to look closely at the life of St Francis
as I began searching for ways to draw closer to Our
Lord and to discern the purpose of my own life. My
heart has been captured and is at rest as I begin this
journey with countless others, in all walks of life.
With the help of the Holy Spirit and my Franciscan
brothers and sisters, I will joyfully follow this way of
love for Love.
The Tau that we wear, which is the "habit" of the
Secular Franciscan, is the symbol of redemption spoken of by the prophet Ezekiel in the Old Testament.
It is a reminder of our call to continual conversion so
that we may best serve Our Lord whose image we
seek in all of our brothers and sisters and in all of
creation.
Most high,
glorious God,
enlighten the darkness of my heart
and give me, Lord,
a correct faith,
certain hope,
a perfect charity,
sense and knowledge,
so that I may carry out Your holy
and true command.
-St Francis-
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San Damiano Cross
A Brief Explanation by Fr. Michael Scanlon, T.O.R.
Most Sacred Heart of Jesus Province, USA
franciscanfriarstor.com

The San Damiano Cross is the one St.

The name of the painter is unknown. The

Francis was praying before when he re-

purpose of an icon cross was to teach the

ceived the commission from the Lord to

meaning of the event depicted and thereby

rebuild the Church. The original cross pres-

strengthen the faith of the people. These

ently hangs in Santa Chiarra (St Clare)

conclusions have been reached based on a

Church in Assisi, Italy. All Franciscans

thorough study of the history of the cross

cherish his cross as the symbol of their

and the literature concerning it. Very little

mission from God. The cross is called an

literature is available in English. Most of

icon cross because it contains images of

It can only be read in Italian or French.

people who have a part in the meaning of the

The author also found it very helpful to

cross. The tradition of such crosses began

compare the cross to similar crosses in

in the eastern Church and was transported

Umbrian art.

by Serbian monks to the Umbria district of
Italy.

Finally, much of the English literature
on the cross is faulty in its analysis since

The San Damiano Cross was one of a

it dates back to sources prior to 1938 when

number of crosses painted with similar

the cross was restored to its original

figures during the 12th century in Umbria.

depiction.

(More details next issue!)

National Prayer for Vocations to the Secular Franciscan Order
O good and gracious God, God of mercy, compassion, generosity, and love, as we live
our lives today in the model of St. Francis, choosing daily to live the Gospel life, help us
to help others hear your call. Help us to help others recognize their vocation as a Secular
Franciscan that you have already planted in their heart. Help us, so that together we all
may work to bring the Gospel to life. Amen!
(Composed by Marian R. Crosby, OFS, at
the 2010 NAFRA gathering in Scottsdale, AZ.)
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Stewards of the Earth
The Light Offered by Faith
If we are truly concerned to develop an ecology capable of

— Article contributed by C. Lynn, OFS

solely as a source of profit and gain, this has serious consequences for society.

remedying the damage we have done, no branch of the scienc-

This vision of “might is right” has engendered im-

es and no form of wisdom can be left out, and that includes

mense inequality, injustice and acts of violence against the

religion and the language particular to it. Christians realize

majority of humanity, since resources end up in the hands of

that their responsibility within creation and their duty towards

the first comer or the most powerful: the winner takes all.

nature and the Creator, are an essential part of their faith. It is

Completely at odds with this model are the ideals of harmony,

good for humanity and the world at large when we believers

justice, fraternity and peace as proposed by Jesus.

better recognize the ecological commitments which stem from
our con

The Message of Each Creature in the Harmony of
Creation

The Wisdom of the Biblical Accounts

The Catechism states “God wills the interdependence of

The biblical texts tell us to “till and keep” the garden of the

creatures. The sun and the moon, the cedar and the little flow-

world. “Tilling” refers to cultivating, ploughing or working, while

er, the eagle and the sparrow: the spectacle of their countless

“keeping” means caring, protecting, overseeing and preserving.

diversities and inequalities tells us that no creature is self-

This implies a relationship of mutual responsibility between

sufficient. Creatures exist only in dependence on each other,

human beings and nature. Each community can take from the

to complete each other, in the service of each other.” The

bounty of the earth whatever it needs for subsistence, but it

Spirit of life dwells in every living creature and calls us to enter

also has the duty to protect the earth and to ensure its fruitful-

into relationship with him. Discovering this presence leads us

ness for coming generations. “The earth is the Lord’s; to him

to cultivate the “ecological virtues.”

belongs “the earth with all that is within it.” Thus God rejects
every claim to absolute ownership: “the land shall not be sold in
perpetuity, for the land is mine; for you are strangers and sojourners with me.”
The Catechism states: “Each creature possesses its

own particular goodness and perfection…Each of the various
creatures, will in its own being, reflects in its own way a ray of
God’s infinite wisdom and goodness. Man must therefore respect the particular goodness of every creature, to avoid any
disordered use of things.” The ancient stories bear witness to
a conviction which we today share, that everything is interconnected, and that genuine care for our own lives and our relationships with nature is inseparable from fraternity, justice and
faithfulness to others.
The Mystery of the Universe
In the Judeo-Christian tradition, the word “creation” is more
than “nature,” for it has to do with God’s loving plan in which
every creature has its own value and significance. If we
acknowledge the value and the same time, our God-given abilities, we can finally leave behind the modern myth of unlimited
material progress. A fragile world, entrusted by God to human
care, challenges us to devise intelligent ways of directing,
developing and limiting our power. When nature is viewed

A Universal Communion
God has joined us so closely to the world around us that we
can feel the desertification of the soil almost as a physical ailment, and the extinction of a species as a painful disfigurement.

We should be particularly indignant at the enormous
inequalities in our midst, whereby we continue to tolerate some
considering themselves more worthy than others.
A sense of deep communion with the rest of nature
cannot be real if our hearts lack tenderness, compassion and
concern for our fellow human beings. Concern for the environment thus needs to be joined to a sincere love for our fellow
human beings and an unwavering commitment to resolving the
problems of society. Pease, justice and the preservation of

creation are three absolutely interconnected ideas. Everything is related, and we human beings are united as brothers
and sisters on a wonderful pilgrimage, woven together by the
love God has for each of his creatures and which also unites
us in fond affection with brother sun, sister moon, brother river
and mother earth.

—Continued on Page 5—
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Stewards of the Earth

— Article contributed by C. Lynn, OFS

———Continued from Page 4———The Common Destination of Goods
Every ecological approach needs to incorporate a social perspective which takes into account the fundamental rights
of the poor and the underprivileged. The principle of the subordination of private property to the universal destination of
good, and thus the right of everyone to their use, is a golden rule of social conduct and “the first principle of the whole ethical
and social order.” The Christian tradition has never recognized the right to private property as absolute or inviolable, and has

stressed the social purpose of all forms of private property. St. John Paul II said, “God gave the earth to the whole human
race for the sustenance of all its members, without excluding or favoring anyone.” It is not in accord with God’s plan that this
gift be used in such a way that its benefits favor only a few.
The Gaze of Jesus
The Lord was able to invite others to be attentive to the beauty that there is in the world because he himself was in
constant touch with nature, lending it an attention full of fondness and wonder. The very flowers of the field and the birds
which his human eyes contemplated and admired are now imbued with his radiant presence.

The Praises of God
The Prayer of Praise of St. Francis of Assisi gives us an example of how Francis addressed God in prayer.
At the time Francis composed this prayer, his heart was full of gratitude for God’s goodness to him. He had
just spent 40 days at Mount La Verna in solitude with God and had experienced God’s goodness to him. It is
interesting that his prayer of thanksgiving does not enum- erate the blessings and gifts that Francis knew he
had been given. Rather Francis enumerates the qualities of God, and by doing this, shows us the breadth
and depth of his relationship with God. May we find that thanksgiving is a daily habit in our own hearts.
—Sister Marcia Lunz, OSF

The Praises of God
You are the holy Lord God who
does wonderful things.
You are strong. You are great.
You are the most high.
You are the almighty king.
You holy Father, King of
heaven and earth.

You are love, You are charity,
You are wisdom, You are humility,
You are patience, You are beauty,
You are meekness, You are security,
You are rest, You are gladness and joy,
You are our hope, You are justice,
You are moderation, You are all our
riches to sufficiency.

You are our hope, You are our faith.
You are our charity,
You are all our sweetness,
You are our eternal life,
Great and wonderful Lord,
Almighty God,
Merciful Savior.
Francis of Assisi Early Documents

You are three and one, the Lord
God of gods; You are the
good, all good, the highest
good. Lord God Living
and true.

You are beauty, You are meekness, You are
the protector, You are our custodian
and defender, You are strength,
You are refreshment.
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A Message From Minister Annette Dolan, OFS

A FUTURE NOT OUR OWN

It helps now and then to step back and take a long view.
The Kingdom is not only beyond our efforts,
it is beyond our vision.
We accomplish in our lifetime only a fraction
of the magnificent enterprise that is God’s work.
Nothing we do is complete, which is another way of
saying that the Kingdom always lies beyond us.
No statement says all that could be said
No prayer fully expresses our faith.
No confession brings perfection, no pastoral visit
brings wholeness.
No program accomplishes the Church’s mission.
No set of goals and objectives includes everything.
This is what we are about.
We plant the seeds that one day will grow.
We water the seeds already planted knowing that they
hold future promise.
We lay foundations that will need further development.
We provide yeast that produces effects far beyond our capabilities.
We cannot do everything, and there is a sense of
liberation in realizing this.
This enables us to do something, and do it very well.
It may be incomplete, but it is a beginning, a step
along the way, an opportunity for the Lord’s grace to
enter and do the rest.
We may never see the end results, but that is the difference between the master
builder and the worker.
We are the workers, not the master builders, ministers, not messiahs.
We are prophets of a future not our own.
Prayer was composed by Bishop Ken Untener of Saginaw
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The Franciscan Face of Mercy
MERCY.
The very word denotes compassion, forgiveness and understanding.
True mercy, our Holy Father tells us, demands justice.
In His infinite wisdom, God has anointed each one of us with the call of living the Gospel in a special way.
That anointing, that call, comes with the responsibility to be and do mercy, love, peace and justice.
The Secular Franciscan Order is not just another group we join because we enjoy the socials and the prayers.
It is a living call to be the face of mercy to one another.
It is a living call to be the face of justice to those who are on the margins of society.
It is a living call to be the face of our Lord and Redeemer, to those who, for whatever reason, cannot see his
face anywhere else.
We, as Secular Franciscans, have been called to be the face of mercy in the marketplace, in the workplace, in
the mean streets of a society that does not want to recognize that merciful face.

Carolyn D. Townes, OFS, National JPIC Animator

St. Francis said: “We are called to be peacemakers. We have been called to heal wounds, unite what has fallen
apart and bring home those who have lost their way.”

OUR FRATERNITY
Minister
& JPIC Rep: Annette Dolan, OFS

Councilors:
Dorothy McNamara, OFS
Joanne Witkop, OFS
Marion Byrne, OFS

Vice Minister:

Bob Berg, OFS

Secretary:

Christine Lynn, OFS

Treasurer:

David Witkop, OFS

Formation:

Barb Collins, OFS

Gatherings: The 3rd Sunday of every month
12:30—2;30 at St. Mary Cathedral, Gaylord
Formation — 11:00, at St. Mary Cathedral

